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  At Your Service, Servant Leadership and the Call Center 
Colin Taylor 

In the world of call centers, contact centers and customer service centers we are all servants to our customers. We exist to serve their 

needs and requirements. It is sad that some many centers do poorly at this. The attitude of the call 

center existing to serve our customers is foreign to some. The point of view that in our call center we 

are servants to our customers tends to be even more foreign and uncomfortable. 

 

 

Perhaps the problem is tied to our lack of familiarity with providing service without being subservient. 

We too often see those that serve as being inferior to those who are served. This is certainly not the 

case, and we know this intellectually, yet our organizations often support this hierarchical, command 

and control, top down perspective.  

 

The solution, well in my humble opinion it is to embrace the opportunity to serve, and to be servant 

leaders in our call center. 

 

To be a servant leader, one needs the following qualities: listening, empathy, healing, awareness, 

persuasion, conceptualization, foresight, stewardship, and growth and building community. 

Acquiring these qualities tend to give a person authority versus power. 

 

This is a concept that is certainly not new. The term Servant Leadership was coined in 1970 by 

Robert Greenleaf and has since been supported and developed by authors such as Ken Blanchard, 

Stephen Covey, and Peter Block. But the ideas underlying servant leadership are far older, in the 4th 

century BC Chanakya wrote: 

 

“The king [leader] shall consider as good, not what pleases himself but what pleases his subjects 

[followers]” “the king [leader] is a paid servant and enjoys the resources of the state together with the people.” 

 

Lao-Tzu, who wrote the Tao Te Ching lived in China sometime between 570 B.C. and 490 B.C.: 

The best type of ruler is one of whose existence the people are barely aware of. Next comes one whom they love 

and praise. Next comes one whom they fear. Last comes one whom they despise and defy. When you are lacking 

in faith, others will be unfaithful to you. The Sage is self-effacing and scanty of words. When his task is 

accomplished and things have been completed, all the people say, „We have done it ourselves!‟ 
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Regardless of the antecedence the concept of Servant leadership is ideally suited to call and contact centers. I have espoused this 

approach for many years and have seen it succeed time and time again. 

 

Servant leaders often share many of the following attributes: trustworthy, self-aware, humble, caring, visionary, empowering, 

relational, competent, good stewards, and community builders. 

 

Think about your center, in some ways it could be characterized as a ship on a journey. You and your staff are moving through 

treacherous waters towards your goal. As we know there are many types of i and crafts that could make such a journey. But for the 

sake of this discussion I would like you to select from the following two choices: 

 

A galley- this ship was popular with Romans and ancient Greeks, it utilized the power of the crew 

(often slaves) rowing in unison to the beat of a drum that established the pace. 

 

A longship- this is a vessel of the type that were employed by Vikings as the explored and plundered 

throughout the North Sea and North Atlantic. This craft employed its 

crew to paddle or row.  

 

In the case of the longship the crews were freemen they chose to be 

on the ship and to participate to the goal, their common goal. The 

crew of the galley on the other hand was chained into place and had no choice; input of option other 

than rowing to the goal that was established by others. 

 

Now which is your center more like? 

 

Servant leadership in a call center is much more aligned with the longship as those in charge are there to assist the crew in achieving 

and realizing the goal rather than beating them to try to attain it. Both vessels can get to their destination, but which on would you 

rather be on? 

 

Call centers are a community of people with individual perspectives, points of view, goals, ambitions and levels of commitment. This 

hodgepodge lends itself very well to chaos and confusion. Many respond to the challenges of this environment by creating rules, 

policies and protocols simply to stifle and restrict the energies of this community. These rules can make the group more manageable, 

but the trade off is a loss of autonomy and independence, ideas and of original thought. Rather than harnessing the unique abilities of 

the community in this case we have repressed those abilities and forced those who don‟t comply out. This leaves with a group 

malleable, manageable, but uninspired people. The analogy to sheep leaps to mind. They are great at following, but do not lead. If this 

is an apt description of your call or contact centers then you only have one option for sea travel and that is the galley.  

A servant leader in a call center on the other hand would see themselves as a servant to the group, whose role was to help the center 

get to its goal in the best way possible. This creates an environment much more akin to the longship as all members can have input, 

share their point of view. The role of the leader is to be a part of the crew, by steering the ship, not the master of the crew beating out 

the drum beat. 

 

So again, I ask which better describes your call center: a galley or a longship? 

 

Regardless of the answer today, you can change it in the future.  

 

Regardless of which strategy you employ, we wish you luck and a bon voyage. 

 

Let us know what you think of this article, please visit www.thetaylorreachgroup.com or send us an email at 

info@thetaylorreachgroup.com.  
 

 

http://www.thetaylorreachgroup.com/
mailto:info@thetaylorreachgroup.com.
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Outbound Calling, the ugly duckling of call centers or the key to goose 
your center revenues? 
 

John Cockerill and Colin Taylor 

We all know the pressures these days to add revenue, become a profit center versus a cost center in the world of call and contact 

centers. 

While there is much talk, noise and media attention related to inbound and all the vagaries associated with it, many overlook the skills 

and expertise required for good, sustainable and profitable outbound campaigns. Now for the purposes of this article we will be 

examining live outbound calling only. So when we speak of outbound we are not referring to automated, recorded or robo calls. 

While outbound calling was one of the first commercial examples of call centers in practice, this generally being ascribed to Ford 

phoning past customers to inform of the arrival of the new model year vehicles in 1954. Since this lofty and highly profitable origin 

outbound calling has declined due to misuse, ignorance to become a nuisance to many who receive the calls. The ironic fact of the 

matter is that most marketers do not want to speak with prospects who have no interest in their products or services, but with the low 

barriers to entry and usage of outbound telemarketing (you just need to have a telephone) many who did not consider themselves 

marketers, but rather carpet cleaners, painters, and various other service companies began dialing without consideration for marketing 

or list selection. 

We are all familiar with outbound calls as both call center practitioners and as consumers. We all receive telemarketing calls at home, 

during dinner or when in the shower. We have received these same outbound telemarketing calls that have prompted the creation of 

„Do Not Call‟ legislation and lists. Many of us are likely registered on such lists. So today we mentioning we dare telemarketers is 

about as effective in clearing a room as shouting “Fire” in a crowded cocktail party.  

If you are calling consumers (B2C) there are far more restrictions in place; Do Not Call Lists may be rented or secured through third 

party data shops and must be run against your calling list, depending upon your relationship nature and currency with the names on the 

list. There are specified calling hours that you must call between and there are state by state prohibitions on calling on specific dates. 

This is just the tip of the iceberg. Most organizations that place significant volumes of outbound B2C calls have a compliance officer 

on staff to manage all aspects of legal compliance related to the dialing, data use and privacy concerns. For more information 

regarding dialing rules and compliance contact the American Teleservices Association (ATA) www.ata-connect.com or the Canadian 

Radio and telecommunication Commission (CRTC) 

Business to Business (B2B) is hampered by less regulation and legislation, but has its own unique challenges.  

First, let‟s all recall that outbound campaigns start and stop at the direction of the management. Even those campaigns that are on-

going and executed daily were originally test and pilots. Hence unlike inbound, outbound efforts or campaigns are discretionary 

activities for the most part. Outbound also requires more discipline, in terms of adherence to script or outline etc. Outbound calling is 

a powerful tool in a call centres arsenal. 

Let‟s look at the key elements of most outbound campaigns. Outbound‟s Number one and most significant element is LIST. Like 

retail‟s „Location, Location, Location‟, with Outbound the key to success is the list. With a good list, well managed, all is possible. 

Without it, regardless of the skill and knowledge of the managers, all is a waste of effort. According to Ogilvy and Mather 70% of any 

direct marketing success, including outbound calling, is directly attributable to the quality of the list. So I cannot understate the 

importance of knowing who you are calling and why.  

Anything that can be done to improve the quality of the list before it is called is usually a good investment. These improvements can 

run the gamut of sophistication from data mining, regression, cluster, geographic, psychographic, behavioral, RFM (recency, 

frequency, monetary) analysis to simple data verification based on address accuracy, phone number validity etc. The reason this data 

cleansing is important is that cleaner the lists and data, the more efficient the calling will be. Hence: 

 

Good List = Success 

Bad List = Disaster 

 

An example: an insurance company was calling to sell credit balance insurance for credit card. Previous campaigns performed with a 

30% conversion
1
 rate. A new campaign with similar agents was hard pressed to get over 15%. Some excellent agents achieved over 

20% but they were the exceptions not the rule. 5 days into the campaign the center manager was desperate enough to stop the work. 

The marketing team was at a loss as to why the performance had changed so much. The list services group was asked to double check 

the file also because a number of the conversions were in fact black listed in the main files. Upon investigating, it was discovered that 

the original calling list was mixed up with and included suspended accounts. A new list was generated. New calling was conducted. 

                                                           
1
 The percentage of „completed calls‟ where the offer was presented who said „Yes‟ to the offer. 

mailto:jcockerill@thetaylorreachgroup.com?subject=Outbound%20Calling
mailto:ctaylor@thetaylorreachgroup.com?subject=Outbound%20calling
http://www.ata-connect.com/
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Within hours the results returned to normal, in the 30% conversion range.  

While most people have received some outbound calls from companies and most know about „predictive‟ dialing few know that that is 

but one of three types of live dialing that can be used on outbound campaigns. The three live dialing modes are: predictive, 

progressive or power, preview and hard dialing. Each has it pros and cons, uses and purposes.  

 

Preview 

Preview dialing allows the agent to see what information is available about the customer in advance of placing the call. This is often 

employed when calling high value customers or where the history or interaction is complex and is required to continue the 

conversation when reaching the customer. A good example use is in the Business to Business market, following up on web leads, or 

where there is a long, complex sales cycle.  

Preview dialing can describe manual or hard dialing where the representative or agent physically dials the call, though it can also 

reflect simply clicking an icon to initiate the dialing process. 

Manual dialing is where an agent is given a list of numbers and manually dials each and completes the call etc. While little used today, 

is still important to know how to do and control as a base of understanding for other types of dialing modes Sometimes even now a 

small list, less then a hundred names or less, requires manual calling for a quick sample or other reason.  

 

Power  

Power dialing places calls only when an agent is available to handle the call. Automated dialers consider the priority and the skills of 

the agent to automatically place a call to the agent. In power dialing, an agent is always available to talk to the customer.  

Power dialing calls only when an agent is available and does initiate action until an agent is available, therefore there is no need to not 

try to predict when an agent will be available like Predictive Dialling. This is a good compromise between production and pacing of 

the other two modes of dialing. 

While good for all campaigns it is especially good for following up on calls were customer service and brand reputation are involved 

or at stake. For example calls to high value donors or customers where your organizations reputation is important to maintain.  

 

Predictive  

Predictive dialing uses algorithms to dial calls in advance of there being an agent available to speak with the customer or prospect. An 

effective well tuned algorithm enables a call that reaches a live customer to be connected to an agent immediately. This has the effect 

of maximizing use of the available time of agents in the center. Agent productivity can reach more than 50 minutes per hour. However 

this productivity comes at a cost; sometimes delivering a call when there are no agents available and the call must be abandoned. 

These are considered „nuisance‟ calls or overdials. These settings can be controlled on most dialers and the ratios are sometimes 

specified in various State or provincial regulation. A common standard is to keep nuisance/abandoned calls and overdials to less than 

3% of the total dials. For best success with predictive dialing, large lists of contacts are required as is a minimum number of agents; 

usually no few than 8 to 12 agents to be effective and minimize overdialling.  

 

While these modes of dialing are important aspects an outbound campaign, equally important is, their use and application by the 

center manager that makes a difference. Knowing when and how to utilize a tool is critical. 

 

Service Recovery 

A large financial institution discovered a computer error in 5,000 certificates. These were already on their way to the customers. The 

error while correctable would damage the institution‟s reputation in the market if not resolved quickly. Sending more mail was 

deemed to be too slow, allowing the problem to fester and grow. It was decided to call and reach every affected customer. An unusual 

task for a center focused on inbound. Teams of agents were pulled off regular assignments and retrained to conduct an outbound 

campaign. Scripts were developed and included a method for the customer to call back on an inbound line into the institution in cases 

where they thought this campaign was a scam. A special team was devoted to these inbound calls, with a high priority routing to 

ensure 100% service within 30 seconds. 

 

The team used a combination of manual and power dialing to reach each customer. The script included details about the certificate 

only the customer and the institute could know. The customers were instructed to use a specific, well known courier firm, with a pre-

authorized billing coded. Upon the return of the certificates with the errors, new ones corrected were then resent via courier to the 

customers. All this was completed within eight days of the error discovery.  

 

99% of the certificates were recovered and returned. Of the customers contacted after the event 92% said that they had a positive 

experience and thought more highly of the institution than they had before the error occurred.  
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Such is the power of outbound. It is not only just to sell or market products and/or services, although it is powerful for that use was 

well. Outbound is a valuable tool for every call center regardless of the primary focus and reason for being.  

 

Let us know what you think of this article, please visit www.thetaylorreachgroup.com or send us an email at 

info@thetaylorreachgroup.com.  

Telephone Consumer Protection Act 
The FCC seeks comment on several Petitions for Declaratory Ruling pertaining to the TCPA and the FCC's 
implementing regulations filed by DISH Network and others, including the federal government and several state 
governments. Specifically, the Commission seeks input on whether companies should be liable for unlawful telemarketing 
calls made by third party retailers, and whether do-not-call and prerecorded voice call provisions create liability for entities 
by virtue of telephone calls made by a third-party retailer.  

ATA is in the process of constructing our comments in this regulatory proceeding and we seek member input before filing. 
For more information contact the ATA www.ata-connect.com  

For those interested in more detail from the FCC, here is a link to the announcement. 

Inside Taylor Reach
 

Upcoming Speaking Engagements 

Colin will be speaking at a number of events and conferences over the next few months; 

 

14th Annual Customer Service Conference -ICSA Toronto Chapter May 4, 5
th

 on Customer Experience 

Join Colin at the upcoming ICSA Canadian Conference. Colin will be speaking on Customer Experience and the Call Center on the May 

4
th

.  

"Design the roadmap, deliver the customer experience and you will gain customer satisfaction and by extension customer loyalty", so goes 

the mantra. It all sounds so simple, how can it fail? But fail it does, frequently and painfully. Often the failure is due to a disconnect 

between marketing and the organizations primary customer communication channel: the contact center. In this session you can learn from 

the mistakes others have made and gain an insight into how to effectively plan the journey from concept through roadmap, experience and 

to satisfaction. You will also learn the five things you need to do successfully execute on the plan. 

Title: ICSA 14th Annual Customer Service Conference 

Location: RBC, 6880 Financial Drive, Mississauga, ON 

Description: This year‟s conference will consist of 12 excellent speakers over two days. There is still time to register! Download the 

conference brochure and fill in the registration form on the last page to reserve your seat. 

Start Date: 2011-05-04 

Start Time: 08:00 

End Date: 2011-05-05 

End Time: 17:00 

 

 

3rd Reinventing Customer Service Conference September 26 to 28
th
 

Customer Roadmap, Customer Experience and Customer Satisfaction: Planning the Journey and Executing the Plan 

 

More details will be posted for all of these events as they become available. 

 

Engagement Expert Joins Call Center Consulting firm 
Toronto – Mr. Colin Taylor, The Chairman and CEO of The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. today announced that Terry Mirza has joined the 

call center consulting and customer service consulting firm effective immediately.  

http://www.thetaylorreachgroup.com/
mailto:info@thetaylorreachgroup.com.
http://www.ata-connect.com/
http://www.des07.com/t/17020582/579713921/54396689/0/?c4e129f6=YW1lcmljYW4tdGVsZXNlcnZpY2VzLWFzc29jIDQvMjgvMjAxMSAzOjU2OjU1IFBN&x=d176704b
http://www.icsa.on.ca/
mailto:ctaylor@thetaylorreachgroup.com
mailto:tmirza@thetaylorreachgroup.com
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Terry began his call center career over 20 years when he managed the very first 

stand alone call centre for FedEx Canada. Terry spent 12 years at FedEx in 

progressively senior roles. Terry was responsible for implementing IVR to offer 

self-serve options to FedEx‟s customers – a first in the Canadian courier industry. 

Terry also implemented 1-800-Go-FedEx – one of the first multi-site 800 

numbers in Canada. 1-800-Go-FedEx has become a worldwide marketing success 

for FedEx. 

Terry implemented the Advance Performance Management Program (APMP) in 

the Vancouver call centre, one of the first quantitative quality programs in North 

America. 

Terry‟s professional experience includes, CIBC & Rogers. While at CIBC, Terry 

implemented an employee centric, customer focused culture that resulted in the 

help desk attaining best-in-class ranking by McKinsey & Co for employee and 

customer satisfaction. At Rogers, Terry was responsible for the build and ramp up 

two 500 seat call centres in the GTA.  

“We are excited to have Terry on board”, said Taylor, “His passion for employee 

engagement and delivering customer satisfaction through engaged and motivated 

teams will enhance the services we offer today to our clients”. 

Terry has a strong background in building best-in-class call centre operations. He 

also had deep knowledge of call centre technologies and processes. Most 

importantly Terry is passionate about helping to build best in class customer 

service organizations.  

Terry holds a bachelor of Computer Science degree from York University and an 

MBA from University of Toronto. Terry is also a Certified Process Engineering 

Specialist (Six Sigma Black Belt). 

“We are so confident in our capabilities that we back our work with an ROI 

(Return on Investment) guarantee”, says Taylor, “When we make a 

recommendation and our clients ask us to implement it, we guarantee a 300% 

Return on Investment.” 

“Taylor Reach has recently signed new agreements with clients in the technology, 

supply chain, and financial service industries”, Taylor said. 

About The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. 

With three offices in North America and one in Australia, The Taylor Reach 

Group, Inc. (Taylor Reach) a leading Call Center Consulting and Customer 

Service consulting firm. This award winning company founded in 2003 by Colin 

Taylor today boasts a stable of Fortune 1000 companies. The consulting staff at 

Taylor Reach possess more than 20 years of Call/Contact Center, Customer 

Service and Customer Satisfaction experience in delivering effective and 

significant years of Call/Contact Center, Customer Service and Customer 

Satisfaction experience in delivering effective and significant benefits from 

Operational Innovation.  

The Taylor Reach group, Inc. – Leaders in Call Center consulting – All We Do is Call Center Consulting 

 

 

 

 

http://www.fedex.com/
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Case Study 
In this regular column we review the successes that Taylor Reach is part of.  

 

Facilities Management Firm Builds on success! 

 

The Challenge: 

A new call centre was built by a large facilities management company in eastern Canada a few years ago. It had not delivered the promised 

savings or effectiveness anticipated. Turnover was a constant issue as was the skills of the staff hired. Long call times, poor service levels 

and low morale all contributed to the lack of success in the center. 

The Process: 

TRG began the Strategic Assessment, a full end-to-end review of each of the 'moving-parts' within the call center infrastructure. The 
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engagement assessed the people in the call center, their skills and competencies, the processes, procedures, operational methodologies, 

technologies, quality and service practices and business objectives. Special focus was given to the recruiting, staff training and scheduling. 

The firm employed adequate telephony technologies but had not invested in self-service or workforce management solutions. The 

recruiting and training was inconsistent and piece meal. The technology was limited and slowed the agent responses to the client‟s 

requests. 

The Solution: 

A plan was devised to focus on three key interrelated areas: Recruiting/Training, Technology and Forecasting. Knowing what the forecast 

for call load was would enable better planning in the recruiting process and staff scheduling. Technology and specifically the agent 

desktops were changes were recommended to improve response time and reduce the overall call length by over 40%. Key tests for recruit 

skills and attributes were advised to reduce the problem hires and speed the hiring and training of competent staff. 

The Result: 

The large facilities management company was provided with a detailed list of recommendations that if followed were likely to reduce call 

length by 40% while improving customer service and agent occupancy. The initial upgrades have to date realized call length reductions in-

line with the TRG estimates. Training of recruits was to be done in groups or cadres in order to develop consistency and better use of 

trainers‟ time. Recommendations for changes to the take on of new clients and business assured that both existing and new clients received 

the service they deserved.    

 

 

Testimonials 
“Colin is a rock-solid business professional with a deep knowledge of the contact center industry. With honesty, integrity, and excellent 

interpersonal skills, Colin will tell you what you need to hear, rather than what you want to hear. His exceptional communication abilities 

allow him to deliver a message without the nonsense, and he is a trusted listener and advisor to colleagues and subordinates alike.  He 

really understands what “partnership” is all about.  He is a hands-on leader, who completely understands the requirements, committing and 

delivering on-time/on-budget projects by rolling up his sleeves and getting the job done.  He will do whatever it takes to complete the 

project and do so with style.”   

December 2010 - Vice President-Sales and Service, ING Bank 

 

 “Colin's years of Call Center experience have resulted in him becoming one of the premier experts in this field. He has helped countless 

companies improve their Call Centre and Customer Service processes, and his monthly Newsletter provides valuable information and 

advice for all of those who are lucky enough to subscribe. In one place, you can find industry happenings, statistics, advice on 

problems/questions, case study information and much more. It's invaluable, and an easy on-line read, which makes it even more valuable 

in my view. I would recommend contacting Colin if you find that you are having problems providing the service you want in your call 

centre. Although his business is recommending and providing call centre solutions, he will not hesitate to be honest with you and tell you 

that with a few changes, you can manage everything on your own. This is an honesty that I value highly.”  

Senior Customer Service Executive, Readers Digest Asia 

 

“Colin is one of the leaders in the Contact Center industry. He really understands the key drivers of this business. He always showed me a 

better way to understand each side of this very complex business. He really helped me to develop my knowledge and view of Contact 

Centers.”  

EDS 

 

“Colin's vision, direction and management style was motivational and inspiring as he grew the business. Working along with him on many 

new and exciting ventures I admired his ability to build strong relationships with customers and suppliers, his strategic and visionary 

thinking, business savvy, and his supportive nature for his employees.” 

Customer Care Manager, BMO 

 

“John was retained by Advantex to lead a prototyping effort to outsource the sales cycle of a new business concept. John and his team 

worked diligently on this Proof of Concept, proving that business could be sold over the phone; this was an important step forward for 

Advantex, in terms of validating the opportunity to decrease the cost of sales, as well as confirming that it was a viable alternative to feet 

on the street. John took a complex offering, which worked in person, and broke it down to a workable over-the-phone pitch. John was a 

pleasure to work with every step of the way on this POC.” 

VP Advantex 
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“Colin's depth of knowledge greatly enhanced the results. His recommendations made good business sense, and created a good outcome 

for the company and the employees. I trusted the research and the deliverable he and his company provided in a timely manner.” 

Customer Service Executive, Rodale  

 

“Colin understands the complex service requirements needed to support large multi-channel companies and he is able to articulate those 

needs to a range of audiences. Once the needs are defined, Colin has the ability to create a roadmap and structure for a given project, 

communicate the plan effectively, and deliver the desired results within the defined timelines. Colin is a creative thinker and has deep 

industry knowledge that would make him an asset to any company that engages in his services.” 

Senior Contact Center Executive, Best Buy 

 

“John is a true pleasure to work with. A leader in every sense of the word. John has the ability to motivate, guide, and instill confidence - 

All within a 3-4 minute phone call. You can always depend on John to give a swift and direct cure to any dilemma you may get stuck in.” 

Outsource Service Provider 
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Customer Reach® is published 10 times per year by The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. Customer Reach® may not be reproduced without 

permission. Annual Subscription rate is $79.00 including tax. 

Subscription requests can be directed to info@thetaylorreachgroup.com or to;  

Customer Reach 

55 Nugget Ave, 

Suite 217, 

Toronto  ON 

M1S 3L1 

Phone - 416-979-8692  

Fax     - 416-412-1171 

The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. provides Strategic and Operational customer interaction consulting services that deliver Operational 

Innovation breakthroughs in Contact Center operations. Download our corporate brochure at 

http://thetaylorreachgroup.com/pdf/taylor_reach_group_corporate_brochure.pdf  

Award winning service and more than 200 years of industry experience serving ‘Fortune 1000’ companies. Extensive North American 

and International experience with both captive (in-house), remote agent and outsource centers. More than 14,000 agent desktops 

worldwide employ Taylor Reach designed operational business models. 

Delivering Operational Innovation to your Contact Center 

 Contact Center Consulting,  

 Customer Satisfaction Consulting,  

 Contact Center Technologies,  

 KPI and Best Practices, 

 Contact Center Performance Assessments, 

 Commissioned Research,

Quality Monitoring & Assurance, 

 Outsourcing/Offshoring Assessments, 

 Total Cost of Ownership Assessments, 

  Service to Sales Migrations,  

 RFP and RFI Development and Management 

 Site Location Selection, Analysis and Research 

 

Award winning service...Reach Beyond!  

Phone or email John Cockerill, President today at 416-979-8692 ext. 201 

By email at  jcockerill@thetaylorreachgroup.com  

Phone or email Colin Taylor, Founder & CEO today at 416-979-8692 ext. 200 

By email at  ctaylor@thetaylorreachgroup.com  

 

Toronto, New York, Atlanta & Australia 

The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. 

E-mail:  info@thetaylorreachgroup.com 

www.thetaylorreachgroup.com      

      

mailto:info@thetaylorreachgroup.com
http://thetaylorreachgroup.com/pdf/taylor_reach_group_corporate_brochure.pdf
mailto:jcockerill@thetaylorreachgroup.com
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